
Required items:  
1 x Cashmaster SD card
1 x Cashmaster Sigma 105, Sigma 170 or Omega 230 device
Please ensure your device has sufficient battery power before 
beginning the upgrade.  

 

The process must be carried out fully for every Cashmaster 
device. For example, if you have three machines, the process 
should be completed three times, once on each machine.

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

Cashmaster polymer note and  
new £1 coin upgrade instructions

Your Upgrade Pack (Instructions & SD card) has been 
designed to allow you to be ‘polymer-ready’ in just a 
few minutes, giving you the dual capability of counting  
paper and polymer notes. It also enables your devices 
for the new £1 coin. The upgrade pack is only  
compatible with Cashmaster machines, see below 
for system requirements.
 
How long will it take?
We have designed the upgrade to be quick and easy 
to install, you’ll be set up and ready to go in under 5 
minutes.

What’s in the pack?
1 x SD card – containing the upgrade software.
1 x Instructions leaflet

This is all you will need to complete your upgrade.

Before you start

1.

Installation process
1. Switch the Cashmaster OFF. Remove the bottom  

battery compartment cover (picture 2) or the SD card  
slot cover in case of the Sigma 105 machine (picture 3).

2. Fit the SD card into the SD card slot. (pictures 4 and 5)

2.

4. 5.

Begin installation

3.  Power the machine ON and keep the           key pressed
     
     down until the display shows  

     “Update? Press         and         to confirm”. (picture 6)

4.  Then release          key.

5.  Press both the Coin           and           arrow keys together. 

6.

6.  Your Cashmaster will now update the software  
     and show progress on the screen. (picture 7)
7.  The Cashmaster will power OFF.
8.  Power the Cashmaster ON in the normal way.
9.  The Cashmaster will recognise the new configuration  
     file and begin the update. (picture 8)

7. 8.

13. Important: You now need to recalibrate the  
           Cashmaster device with your till cup.  
           
           Hold down the ON    and F key          together  
           until the message “Place empty cup on scale.” appears
           and follow the instructions to complete the calibration. 
14. The upgrade process is now complete.

If at any time the display requests you to power OFF and ON  
again, simply turn the machine OFF, wait a second and then  
power ON as normal.
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9. 10.

10.  When complete, the ‘Configuration Successful!’  
       message will appear. (picture 9)

11.  You will then be prompted to “Please Remove  
        SD Card”. (picture 10)

12.  Remove the SD card and refit the bottom cover.

Only applies to the Sigma 170  
and Omega 230 machines:  
Remove the Printer Zero if it is attached  
to the base of the device, it should be  
removed for the upgrade (picture 1).  
This will have to be replaced once the  
upgrade has been completed.

3.Sigma 170 & Omega 230 Sigma 105


